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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the boundedness of the Gerber-Shiu expected discounted
penalty function applied in insurance mathematics. We give a necessary and sufficient condition
for its boundedness. This condition is essentially the boundedness of the conditional expectation
given the ruin occurs at the first claim. It assures that the integral equation satisfied by the Gerber-
Shiu function has a unique bounded solution and it is exactly the Gerber-Shiu function. By the
help of the proven necessary and sufficient condition we can also simplify the theorem concerning
the necessary and sufficient condition for the limit property. We do not assume independence
between the inter-claim time and the claim size but the results can be applied to the usually
investigated independent case as well. We present examples to show the applicability of the
condition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In insurance mathematics the following stochastic process is frequently investig-
ated ([1],[5],[7],[8])
U.t/D xC ct  PN.t/
kD1Yk :
U.t/ stands for the surplus of the insurance company as a function of time t , x is the
initial surplus of the insurance company, c is the insurer’s rate of the premium income
per unit time, N.t/ is the number of claims up to time t and Yk is the random size
of the kth claim. The time periods between the consequtive claims are called inter-
claim times. As an explanation, ct stands for the income of the company to t; whilePN.t/
kD1Yk is its expenses to t paid for the insurers. The process U.t/ is briefly called
as Sparre Andersen risk process.
In risk theory the main topics of interest are the probability of ruin, the moments
of the time of ruin, the distribution of the surplus before ruin and the deficit at ruin.
c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Ruin means that the surplus falls below zero, time of ruin is the time point when
it first happens. To answer these questions, the Gerber-Shiu expected discounted
penalty function was introduced by Gerber and Shiu in [6],[7] and was investigated
in lots of papers (for example [1],[5],[8],[10]).
In the papers dealing with determination of the Gerber-Shiu function, usually an
integral equation is set up for it and solved with a boundary condition (e.g.[1], [8]).
Researchers use the boundary condition to select the Gerber-Shiu function from the
solutions of the integral equation. In [1],[8], the authors use the boundary condition
that the expected discounted penalty function tends to zero if its argument tends to
infinity. This implies the boundedness of the function investigated, as well. How-
ever, the mentioned limit property does not always hold, moreover, the Gerber-Shiu
function may be unbounded as well. It strictly depends on the penalty funtion. Ex-
amples for these cases are presented in [9]. The identification of the Gerber-Shiu
function in the set of solutions is rather connected to its boundedness than to its limit.
In this paper we present such a condition (condition A in Section 2) which assures
the boundedness of the Gerber-Shiu function. This condition for the boundedness of
the Gerber-Shiu function coincides with the condition for uniqueness of the bounded
solution of the integral equation. It concerns the penalty function and the joint density
function of inter-claim times and claim sizes but it is not a condition on the solution
itself.
Providing a necessary and sufficient condition for the limit property in [9], bounded-
ness of the Gerber-Shiu function was assumed. In applications it was checked in each
case by different methods based on estimations. Now condition A makes easier to
check the boundedness.
Researchers usually assume independence between the inter-claim times and claim
size but recently some results have been published for models that allow for depend-
ence between claim size and claim-time ([2],[3],[4],[5],[11]). In this paper we exam-
ine the generalized case.
Let us consider the risk model with the following notations: T0 D 0, Tk; k D
1;2;3;.. are the inter-arrival times, Yk is the kth claim size, .Tk;Yk/ has joint distri-
bution function H.t;y/ and density function h.t;y/ for any value of k. We suppose
that .Tk;Yk/ are independent for k D 1;2;3; ::: but the random variables Tk and Yk
may be dependent for fixed values of k D 1;2;3:::. The marginal distribution func-
tion of Tk is denoted by F.t/, its density function by f .t/, where Tk is nonnegative
with finite expectation f . The marginal distribution function of Yk is denoted by
G.y/, its density function by g.y/, where Yk is nonnegative with finite expectation
g . The number of claims up to time t is given by
N.t/D

0; if t  T1
n; if
Pn
kD1Tk < t and t 
PnC1
kD1Tk :
The ultimate probability of ruin is
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	.x/D P

xC ct  PN.t/
kD1Yk < 0 for some 0 t

:
The time of ruin is
T D

infft W U.t/ < 0g ; if there exists 0 t; such that U.t/ < 0;
1; if 0 U.t/ for al l 0 t:
Let w W RC0 xRC0 ! RC0 be the penalty function.
The Gerber-Shiu expected discounted penalty function is defined as
mı.x/D E

e ıT w.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ 1T<1jU.0/D x

;
if the expectation is finite. Here 0  x; 0  ı and U.T  / is the surplus immediately
before ruin, jU.T /j is the deficit at ruin. Note that 0mı.x/.
Applying appropriate penalty functions, the Gerber-Shiu function is suitable for
investigating some important characteristics of the process. For example if we use
penalty function w.x;y/ 1 and substitute ı D 0 we get
m0.x/D E.1T<1jU.0/D x/D 	.x/;
furthermore @mı.x/
@ı
jıD0 D  E.1T<1/ : If we apply penalty function w.x;y/D xn
and substitute ı D 0; m0.x/D E.U.T  /n 1T<1jU.0/D x/, which is the nth mo-
ments of the surplus before ruin. If w.x;y/D y then
m0.x/D E.jU.T /j 1T<1jU.0/D x/
is the expectation of deficit at ruin.
For the sake of simplicity in this paper we suppose that h and w are continuous
functions on Œ0;1/xŒ0;1/ and so is mı.x/. We note that U.0/ D x follows from
the definition of U.t/, hence in the following we do not indicate it.
In the next section of the paper we prove a necessary and sufficient condition for
the boundedness of mı.x/ and we present some examples to show the applicability
of the theorem. Then we conclude the consequences of the theorem concerning the
integral equation satisfied by the Gerber-Shiu function and we present a necessary
and sufficient condition for the limit property lim
x!1mı.x/D 0:
2. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE BOUNDEDNESS
Theorem 1. Suppose
S.x/D
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıtw.xC ct;y  ct  x/h.t;y/dydt <1
for all 0 x and let 0 < ı be fixed.
Then, the Gerber-Shiu function mı.x/ is bounded if and only if
sup
0x
S.x/D sup
0x
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıtw.xC ct;y  ct  x/h.t;y/dydt <1: (A)
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Proof. First we suppose that mı.x/ is a bounded function of x, and we prove that
 D sup
0x
S.x/ <1:
The non-negativity of the functions h and w implies the non-negativity of S as well.
Let Ai be the event that the ruin occurs at the i th claim, i D 1;2;3; :::: Notice that
1T<1 D
1X
iD1
1Ai :
Now
mı.x/D E

e ıT w.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ 1T<1


E

e ıT w.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ 1A1

D
D
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıtw.xC ct;y  ct  x/h.t;y/dydt D S.x/:
Therefore, if mı.x/K, then S.x/K, consequently  D sup
0x
S.x/K <1:
Conversely, we suppose that  D sup
0x
S.x/ <1: We prove that in this case mı.x/ is
bounded.
Now
mı.x/D E
 
e ıT w.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ 
 1X
iD1
1Ai
!!
D
D
1X
iD1
E

e ıT w.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ 1Ai

:
Let
mı.xIAi /D E

e ıT w.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ 1Ai

; i D 1;2;3; :::
Then
mı.xIA1/D
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıtw.xC ct;y  ct  x/h.t;y/dydt D S.x/ <1
according to condition .A/.
If A2 holds, then
T D T1CT2; U.T  /D xC cT1 Y1C cT2;
U.T /D xC cT1 Y1C cT2 Y2
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and
mı.xIA2/D
Z 1
0
Z xCct
1
0
e ıt1 Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct1 y1Cct2
e ıt2 
w.xC ct1 y1C ct2;y2  .xC ct1 y1C ct2//
h.t2;y2/dy2dt2 h.t1;y1/dy1dt1
If we use the notation ´D xC ct1 y1, then 0  ´, as A1 does not hold. The inner
integral of the previous formula has the form
1Z
0
1Z
xCct1 y1Cct2
e ıt2w.xC ct1 y1C ct2;y2  .xC ct1 y1C ct2//h.t2;y2/dy2dt2
D
1Z
0
1Z
´Cct2
e ıt2w.´C ct2;y2  .´C ct2//h.t2;y2/dy2dt2 Dmı.xC ct1 y1IA1/:
Now we can use the following estimate:
mı.xIA2/D
Z 1
0
Z xCct
1
0
e ıt1mı.xC ct1 y1IA1/h.t1;y1/dy1dt1

Z 1
0
Z 1
0
e ıt1  h.t1;y1/dy1dt1 D 
Z 1
0
e ıt1f .t1/dt1 D  Of .ı/;
where Of .ı/ is the Laplace transform of the density function f . Note that if 0<ı, then
Of .ı/ < 1.
In general, for 2 i , the following recursion holds:
mı.xIAi /D
Z 1
0
Z xCct
1
0
e ıt1mı.xC ct1 y1IAi 1/h.t1;y1/dy1dt1:
This formula can be proved with the following argument: take the conditional expect-
ation on the first claim time and size. IfAi holds for some 2 i , then the ruin does not
occur at the first claim, consequently Y1  xCcT1: After the first claim, the “initial”
surplus is xC cT1 Y1, the number of claims to ruin is decreased. If T1 D t1 and
Y1 D y1, then the expectation of the function e ıT w.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ from this
time point t1 and with initial surplus xC ct1  y1 is mı.xC ct1  y1IAi 1). The
time to ruin from zero is t1 more than the time to ruin from the time T1, which is the
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reason for multiplication by e ıt1 : Consequently,
mı.xIAi /D E

e ıTw.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ 1Ai

D
D E

E

e ıTw.U.T  /; jU.T /j/ 1Ai jT1;Y1

D
D
Z 1
0
Z xCct
1
0
e ıt1mı.xC ct1 y1IAi 1/h.t1;y1/dy1dt1
Now if
mı.xC ct1 y1IAi 1/Ki 1;
then
mı.xIAi /
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
e ıt1mı.xC ct1 y1IAi 1/h.t1;y1/dy1dt1 Ki 1 Of .ı/
We have seen that
mı.xIA2/  Of .ı/;
hence
mı.xIAi / 
 Of .ı/i 1 ; i  3
also holds, consequently the inequality
mı.x/
1X
iD1

 Of .ı/i 1 D 
1  Of .ı/
is satisfied, which implies the boundedness of mı.x/: 
Remark 1. Notice that the necessary and sufficient condition for the boundedness
of is mı.x/ essentially the boundedness of the conditional expectation given the ruin
occurs at the first claim.
Remark 2. In insurance mathematics the net profit condition .0 < cf  g/ is
usually assumed. Net profit condition expresses that the income per unit time is more
than the average expenses per unit time. Condition A can be satisfied even in the
case when the usual net profit condition does not hold. Consequently, the net profit
condition is not necessary for the boundedness of the Gerber-Shiu function if ı>0.
Let us investigate some examples when the boundedness ofmı.x/ holds and when
it does not hold. In Examples 1,2,3 we suppose that
h.t;y/D f .t/g.y/;
that is we assume the independence between the inter-claim times and claim sizes. In
Example 4 we deal with a dependent case.
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Example 1. Let
w.x;y/D xn; 1 n:
If
lim
y!1y
n.1 G.y//
is finite, then mı.x/ is bounded.
Let us investigate S.x/ and prove its boundedness.
S.x/D
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıtw.xC ct;y  ct  x/h.t;y/dydt D
D
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıt .xC ct/nf .t/g.y/dydt D
D
Z 1
0
e ıt .xC ct/nf .t/
Z 1
xCct
g.y/dy

dt D
D
Z 1
0
e ıt .xC ct/nf .t/.1 G.xC ct//dt 
K
Z 1
0
e ıtf .t/dt
as
lim
y!1y
n.1 G.y//K1
implies
.xC ct/n .1 G.xC ct//K
for appropriate value of K:
Consequently sup
0x
S.x/ is finite, hence applying Theorem 1 we can conclude that
mı.x/ is bounded.
We note that if the nth moment of Yk is finite, then lim
y!1y
n.1 G.y//D 0. Hence
in that case the Gerber-Shiu function is bounded.
Example 2. Let
w.x;y/D y:
If
lim
y!1y.1 G.y//
is finite, then mı.x/ is bounded.
Let us investigate S.x/ again and prove its boundedness.
S.x/D
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıtw.xC ct;y  ct  x/h.t;y/dydt D
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D
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıt .y  ct  x/f .t/g.y/dydt D
D
Z 1
0
e ıtf .t/
Z 1
xCct
.y  ct  x/g.y/dy

dt 

Z 1
0
e ıtf .t/
 
g   .xC ct/.1 G.xC ct//

dt 
K
Z 1
0
e ıtf .t/dt DK  Of .ı/
as lim
y!1y.1 G.y//K1 implies the inequality
0 g   .xC ct/.1 G.xC ct//K
for appropriate value of K:
We point out that in both cases the tails of the distribution function of the claim
sizes determine the boundedness of the Gerber-Shiu function. So does in our next
example as well.
Example 3. Let
w.x;y/D x3
and
h.t;y/D f .t/  2
.1Cy/3 ; y  0;
and let f .t/ be an arbitrary continuous density function. In this case mı.x/ is not
bounded.
Let us investigate S.x/ again and prove that condition A does not hold.
S.x/D
Z 1
0
Z 1
ctCx
e ıt .xC ct/3f .t/g.y/dydt D
D
Z 1
0
e ıt .xC ct/3f .t/ 1
.1C ctCx/2dt 

Z 1
0
e ıtf .t/.xC ct  2/dt 
 .x 2/
Z 1
0
e ıtf .t/dt D .x 2/ Of .ı/;
consequently
sup
0x
S.x/D1
Applying Theorem 1 we can see that mı.x/ is not bounded.
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Similar arguments can be given for other heavy tailed distributions of claim sizes
with penalty function
w.x;y/D xn
with appropriate large exponent n.
Finally, we present an example which shows the applicability of Theorem 1 in the
case of dependence between inter-claim times and claim sizes.
Example 4. Let
w.x;y/D xn
and
H.t;y/D F1.t/

e ˇtG1.y/C

1  e ˇt

G2.y/

(mentioned in [5]), where F1.t/;G1.y/;G2.y/ are distribution functions with dens-
ity functions f1.t/; g1.y/, g2.y/ respectively. If G1.y/ and G2.y/ have finite nth
moments, then the function mı.x/ is bounded. This can be seen as follows: first we
note that finite nth moments imply
lim
y!1y
n.1 G1.y//D 0
and
lim
y!1y
n.1 G2.y//D 0;
hence
0 yn.1 G1.y//K1
and
0 yn.1 G2.y//K2
hold with appropriate constant values. Moreover,
h.t;y/D @
2H.t;y/
@t@y
D f1.t/

e ˇtg1.y/C

1  e ˇt

g2.y/

C
F1.t/

 ˇe ˇtg1.y/Cˇe ˇtg2.y/

;
hence
h.t;y/

f1.t/Cˇe ˇt

.g1.y/Cg2.y// :
We can see that
sup
0x
S.x/
is finite, as
S.x/D
Z 1
0
Z 1
ctCx
e ıt .xC ct/nh.t;y/dydt

Z 1
0
e ıt .xC ct/n

f1.t/Cˇe ˇt
Z 1
ctCx
g1.y/Cg2.y/dy

dt
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D
Z 1
0
e ıt .xC ct/n

f1.t/Cˇe ˇt

.1 G1.xC ct/C1 G2.xC ct//dt

Z 1
0
e ıt

f1.t/Cˇe ˇt

.K1CK2/dt
 .K1CK2/

Of1.ı/C ˇ
ˇC ı

:
Applying Theorem 1 we can conclude that mı.x/ is bounded.
We note that examples similar to Example 2 and Example 3 can be constructed
applying appropriate dependent joint density function in the case of penalty functions
w.x;y/D y and w.x;y/D x3:
Remark 3. In [9], in Theorem 2 the authors prove that if condition (A) holds, then
the integral equation satisfied by mı.x/ (Eq. (3) in that paper, which is a generaliza-
tion of the Eq.(1) in [1]) ,
˚ı.x/D
Z 1
0
Z xCct
0
e ıt1˚ı.xC ct  y/ h.t;y/dydtC
C
Z 1
0
Z 1
xCct
e ıt w.xC ct;y  .xC ct//dydt (2.1)
has a unique solution in the set of bounded functions. Now Theorem 1 states that if
condition (A) holds, then mı.x/ is bounded. Consequently if condition (A) holds,
then the unique bounded solution of the above integral equation equals mı.x/. If
condition (A) does not hold, the bounded solution of the equation (if it exists) is not
the Gerber-Shiu function. Consequently, condition (A) is suitable for selecting the
function mı.x/ from the bounded and unbounded solutions of the integral equation
satisfied by the Gerber-Shiu function.
Finally, we use Theorem 1 to simplify the theorem giving a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the limit property lim
x!1mı.x/D 0: In this version we do not have
any assumption concerning boundedness of mı.x/:
First we recall Theorem 3 from [9].
Proposition 1. Let 0<ı be fixed and suppose that mı.x/ is bounded.
Then lim
x!1mı.x/D 0 if and only if
limsup
0x
S.x/D 0: (B)
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Theorem 2. Let S.x/ be finite for all 0 x and let 0<ı be fixed. Then
lim
x!1mı.x/D 0
if and only if
limsup
0x
S.x/D 0:
Proof. It is obvious that condition .B/ implies condition .A/. Consequently, by
Theorem 1, we can conclude that mı.x/ is bounded if condition B holds. Taking the
previous Proposition into account, we can state that lim
x!1mı.x/D 0 holds as well.
Conversely, lim
x!1mı.x/D 0 implies boundedness of the functionmı.x/, asmı.x/
is continuous. Recalling the previous Proposition again, we can conclude that
limsup
0x
S.x/D 0: 
3. CONCLUSION
In this paper a necessary and sufficient condition was proved for the bounded-
ness of the frequently used Gerber-Shiu function. This condition is essentially the
boundedness of the conditional expectation given the ruin occurs at the first claim. It
assures that the integral equation satisfied by the Gerber-Shiu function (Eq.2.1) has
a unique bounded solution and it is exactly the Gerber-Shiu function. The condition
implies that the bounded property of the Gerber-Shiu function is the consequence
of the choice of the penalty function and the density function, moreover it can be
checked in the knowledge of the penalty function and the joint density function.
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